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1 Question 1 (Shapiro-Stiglitz).
1. Briefly derive the Shapiro-Stiglitz model.
2. Describe how each of the following affect equilibrium employment and wage:
(a) An increase in ρ;
(b) An increase in b;
(c) A positive multiplicative shock to the production function;
(d) An increase in L.
3. Suppose that in the Shapiro-Stiglitz model, unemployed workers are hired according to how
long they have been unemployed rather than at random; specifically, suppose that workers
who have been unemployed the longest are hired first.
(a) Consider a steady state where there is no shirking. Derive an expression for how long
it takes a worker who becomes unemployed to get a job as a function of b, L, N and
L.
(b) Let VU be the value of being a worker who is newly employed. Derive an expression
for VU as a function of the time it takes to get a job, ρ, and VE .
(c) Using your answers to parts (a) and (b), find the no-shirking condition for this version
of the model.
(d) How, if at all, does the assumption that the longer-term unemployed get priority affect
the equilibrium of unemployment rate?
4. (Optional) Suppose there is a large number of firms, N , each with profits given by
pi = F (eL)− wL F ′(·) > 0; F ′′(·) < 0. (1)
Effort is given by e = min[w/w?, 1], where w? is the fair wage, that is, if workers are paid
less than the fair wage, they reduce their effort in proportion to the shortfall. Assume that
there are L workers who are willing to work at any positive wage.
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(a) If a firm can hire workers at any wage, what value (or range of values) of w minimises
the cost per unit of effective labour, w/e? For the remainder of the problem, assume
that if the firm is indifferent over a range of possible wages, it pays the highest value
in this range.
(b) Suppose w? = w + a − bu, where u is the unemployment rate, and w is the average
wage paid by the firms in the economy. Assume b > 0, a/b < 1.
i. Given your answer to part (a) (and the assumption about firm’s indifference),
what wage does the representative firm pay if it can choose w freely (taking w
and u as given)?
ii. Under what condition does the equilibrium involve positive unemployment and
no constraints on firms’ choice of w? (Hint: in this case, equilibrium requires
that the representative firm, taking w as given, wishes to pay w). What is the
unemployment rate in this case?
iii. Under what conditions is there full employment?
(c) Suppose the representative firm’s production function is modified to be
Y = F (Ae1L1 + e2L2), A > 1; (2)
where L1 and L2 are the numbers of high-productivity and low-productivity workers
the firm hires. Assume that e = min[w/w?, 1], where w? is the fair wage for type-i
workers. w?i = [(w1 + w2)/2] − bui, with b > 0. Finally, assume that there are L
workers of each type.
i. Explain why, given your answer to part (a)(and the assumption about firm’s
indifference), neither type of worker will be paid less than the fair wage for that
type.
ii. Explain why w1 will exceed w2 by a factor of A.
iii. In equilibrium, is there unemployment among high-productivity workers? Ex-
plain. (Hint: if u1 is positive, firms are unconstrained in their choice of w1.)
iv. In equilibrium, is there unemployment among low-productivity workers? Explain.
2 Question 2 (Implicit Contracts).
1. Derive the baseline model of Implicit Contracts.
2. Suppose that each worker must either work a fixed number of hours or be unemployed.
Let CEi denote the consumption ef employed workers in state i and CUi the consumption
of unemployed workers. The firm’s profits in state i are therefore
pii = AiF (Li)− [CEi Li + CUi (L− Li)], (3)
where L is the number of workers. Similarly, workers’ expected utility in state i is
ui =
Li
L
[
U(CEi )−K
]
+
L− Li
L
U(CUi ), (4)
where K > 0 represents the disutility of working.
(a) Set up the Lagrangian for the firm’s problem of choosing the Li’s, C
j
i ’s to maximise
expected profits subject to the constraint that the representative worker’s expected
utility is u0. For simplicity, neglect the constraint that L ≤ L.
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(b) Find the first-order conditions for Li, C
j
i . How, if at all, do C
j depend on the state?
What is the relation between CE , CU?
(c) After A is realised and some workers are chosen to work and others are chosen to be
unemployed, which workers are better off?
3. Consider the baseline model. Suppose, however, that only the firm observes A. In addition,
suppose there are only two possible values of A, AB and AG (AB < AG), each occurring
with probability 1/2.
You can think of the contract as specifying w and L as functions of the firm’s announcement
of the state, and as being subject to the restriction that it is never in the firm’s interest
to announce a state other than the actual one; formally, the contract must be incentive-
compatible.
(a) Is the efficient contract under symmetric information derived in the baseline model
incentive-compatible under asymmetric information? Specifically, if A = AB , is the
firm better off claiming that A = AG (so that C and L are given by CG, LG) rather
than that it is AB? And is A = AG, is the firm better off claiming that A = AB?
(b) One can show that the constraint that the firm not prefer to claim that the state
is bad when it is good is not binding, but that the constraint that it not prefer to
claim that the state is good when it is bad is binding. Set up the Lagrangian for the
firm’s problem of choosing CB , CG, LB , LG subject to the constraint that workers’
expected utility is u0 and that the firm is indifferent about which state to announce
when A = AB . Find the first-order conditions for CB , CG, LB , LG.
(c) Show that the marginal product and the marginal disutility of labour are equated in
the bad state — that is, that ABF ′(LB) = V ′(LB)/U ′(CB).
(d) Show that there is ‘overemployment’ in the good state — that is, that AGF ′(LG) <
V ′(LG)/U ′(CG).
(e) Is this model helpful in understanding the high level of average unemployment? Is it
helpful in understanding the large size of employment fluctuations?
4. (Optional) Derive the Insiders-Outsiders model.
3 Question 3 (Search and Match).
1. Derive the baseline model of Search and Match.
2. Describe how each of the following affects steady-state employment in the baseline model.
(a) An increase in λ.
(b) An increase in r.
(c) An increase in k.
3. Consider the steady state of the baseline model. Let the discount rate, r, approach zero,
and assume that the firms are owned by the households; thus welfare can be measured as
the sum of utility and profits per unit of time:
W = yE − (F + V )c. (5)
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Letting N denote the total number of jobs, we can therefore write welfare as
W (N) = yE(N)−Nc, (6)
where E(N) gives equilibrium employment as a function of N .
(a) Use the matching function and the steady state condition to derive an expression for
the impact of a change in the number of jobs on employment, E′(N) in terms of E(N)
and the parameters of the model.
(b) Substitute your result in part (a) into the expression forW (N) to findW ′(N) in terms
of E(N) and the parameters of the model.
(c) Use
rVV = −c+ α
α+ λ+ r
y, (7)
and the facts that α = λE/(1 − E) and α = λE/V to find an expression for c in
terms of NEQ, E(NEQ), and y, where NEQ is the number of jobs in the decentralised
equilibrium.
(d) Use your results in parts (b) and (c) to show that W ′(NEQ) > 0 if γ > 1/2 and
W ′(NEQ) < 0 if γ < 1/2.
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